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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the three-point boundary value problem 
Y” = f (5, Y 7 Y’) 7 O<a:<l, (1) 
(O,O) = G(Y(‘%Y(~),Y(~)), O<a<l, (2) 
and its discrete approximation 
v2Yk+l = f bk, ?tk, %k) > k=l,...,n-1, (3) 
(O,O) = WYO, in, ~4, d E (1,. . . , n - l}, (4 
where f and G are continuous and perhaps nonlinear. The step size h = l/n, the grid points 
xk = kh for k = 0 , . . . ,n, and @,k = (yk - &-1)/h for k = 1,. . . ,n, SO that D2yk+r = 
(yk+l - 2yk + yk-l)/h2 for k = 1,. . . , n - 1. 
By a solution to (1) we mean a real-valued, twice continuously differentiable function y(x) 
satisfying (1) for all 2 E [0, 11. 
By a solution to (3) we mean a vector Jo = (ye, . . . , y,,) E llP+’ satisfying (3) for all k = 
1 T”‘, n - 1. The value of the kth component, yk, of a solution g of (3) is expected to approximate 
y (xk) , for SOme SOhtiOn y Of (1). 
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Much research has been conducted on the continuous problem (l),(2) with three- (or more) 
point boundary value problems enjoying interest in [l-14]. 
Less is known about the corresponding discrete three-point problem (3),(4); however, two-point 
discrete boundary value problems have been studied in [15-181. To our knowledge, no research 
exists regarding the existence of solutions to discrete, second-order, multipoint boundary value 
problems. This paper’s purpose is to fill this gap in the literature. 
Three-point boundary conditions can arise in, for example, the bending of a beam where 
conditions may be imposed at the ends of the beam, as well as at an interior point to improve 
stability or for other reasons (see [l]). 
Besides discretely approximating the occurrences mentioned above, the motivation for our 
investigation arises from the fundamental changes which occur when a boundary value problem 
is discretised. Although the continuous problem may admit a solution, the existence of a solution 
to the discrete problem is far from guaranteed (see [19,20]). 
Thompson’s notion of compatibility for twc-point boundary conditions [21], which is a rela- 
tionship between the given boundary conditions and the lower and upper solutions chosen, is 
extended to discrete three-point boundary conditions. We show that, for a small step size, if the 
continuous three-point boundary conditions are strongly compatible, then the discrete three-point 
boundary conditions are discrete strongly compatible. Compatibility for (2) has been extensively 
discussed in [13,22]. 
Once these new discrete compatibility conditions are defined, the existence of solutions 
to (3)) (4) follows immediately. 
We remark that our results extend to different types of three- (or more) point boundary con- 
ditions (for example, those boundary conditions involving derivatives at the end-points) once the 
suitable compatibility conditions are introduced. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For a set U, let XJ denote the boundary of U and let u denote its closure. 
Denote the space of m times continuously differentiable functions mapping from A to B 
by C”(A; B) endowed with the usual maximum norm. If B = R, then we omit the B. For 
g, E E R”+l write g 5 z if yi 5 zi for all i = 0,. . .,n and denote ]]g]] = rnax{kco ,,,,, ,,l ]yk]. 
We say g is a constant vector if each component of g is identically equal to some b E R. If 
g E C(P, I]), then g = (do), . . . ,g(nh)). 
If U is a bounded, open subset of R”, q E R”, F E C(~;llP), and q $ F(W), we denote the 
corresponding Brouwer degree of F on U at q by d(F, U, q). 
Modification of f is common practice for existence proofs of boundary value problems and we 
will make the necessary modifications by using the following functions. 
DEFINITION 1. If a 5 b are given, let r : iR --+ [a, b] be (th e retraction) given by x(y, a, b) = 
max{min{b, y}, e}, Let K E C(R; [-1, 11) satisfy 
(9 K(t) = 1, t>1, 
(ii) K(t) = t, -1 I t 5 1, 
(iii) K(t) = -1, t < -1. 
If (Y 5 p are given, let T E C(R) b e g’ rven by T(y, (Y, p) = K(y - 7r(y, LY, p)). Define a function 
1 E C([O, l] x R2) by 
1 (TY,Y’) = f(&Y,4Y’, -L,L)), and let 
~(X,Y,Y’) = Cl- lT(~(~),(.y(~),P(~))l) 1 (~,T(Y, ~,N,Y’) 
+ T(y(z),4s),P(z)) (Ib~(Y,%P),Y’)I + 1) > 
where L > 0 is chosen from Lemma 4 below. 
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DEFINITION 2. Call cr (/?) a strict lower (strict upper) solution for (1) if a (p) E C2([0, 11) 
for some y > 0 and all x E [0, l]. We shall refer to the pair Q, p as nondegenerate if A = 
(4)7P(O)) x (41),/v)) # 0, i.e., (Y(O) < p(O) and a(l) < p(l). 
We assume there exist nondegenerate strict lower and strict upper solutions a! and p with 
a! < ,B. In what follows, d = ((~(0),(~(h), , . . , a(&)) where Q is a strict lower solution for (1). 
We define p similarly. Let czI, = mincu(z) and PM = max,B(z). 
3. SOME DISCRETE NAGUMO CONDITIONS 
We now state the main conditions for guaranteeing a priori bounds on first difference quotients 
of solutions to (3). These estimates are independent of the step size and are needed in the proofs 
of our convergence theorems later in the work. 
LEMMA 1. DISCRETE NAGUMO. If there exists a continuous, positive, real-valued, nondecreasing 
function Q such that g E lP+l satisfies 6 5 g < p and 
J 
00 




then there exists a positive constant N (depending on cy, ,B, and 3) such that IVykI 5 N for 
k=l,...,n. 
PROOF. See [17]. 
4. COMPATIBILITY OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In this section, we extend the notion of discrete compatibility, which is a degree-based rela- 
tionship between the given boundary conditions and the lower and upper solutions chosen, to 
three-point boundary conditions. 
DEFINITION 3. Let G E C(A x R; R2). We say G is strongly compatible with CY and p if for all 
continuous functions da : [a(O),P(O)] ---) [f3(a),/?(a)], 
for all (C,D) E aA, and 
where G(C, D) = G(C, D, &(C)) for all (C, D) E d and a is given in (2). 
DEFINITION 4. Let G E C(A x R; R2). We say G is discrete strongly compatible with h and 6 
if for all continuous functions f#~d : [CQ, /30] + [CQ, ,&I, 
G(C, D) # (0, Oh 
d(B, A, (O,O)) # 0, 
for all (C, D) E dA, and 
where G(C, D) = G(C,&(C), D) for all (C, D) E H and d is given in (4). 
LEMMA 2. Consider G(y(O), y(l), y(a)) = (O,O), with 0 < a < 1. Let G be continuous and 
strongly compatible with cx and p. Then there exists a 6 > 0 such that for b satisfying 0 < b < 1 
and Ia - bl < 6, then the boundary conditions G(y(O), y(l), y(b)) = (0,O) are strongly compatible 
with (Y and ,0. 
PROOF. For 0 5 c 5 1, let ac = C(& [cY(c),/?(c)]) and O,(C, D) = G(C, D, &(C)) for 
(C, D) E 6. Let 
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By uniform continuity of G on d x [an,P~] and of cy, /3 on [0, 11, choose b > 0 such that if 
0 < b < 1, Ia - bl < 6, and a(b) 5 y I P(b), 
~c~~aa IlG(C, D> Y) - G(C, D, z) II -=c E, 
for any z such that Iy - ZI < S, a(u) 5 z 5 p(u), la(u) - a(b)1 < S/2, and ID(a) - P(b)1 < 6/2. 
Let K : [a(b) - 6/2,/3(b) + J/2] --) [c~(u),P(u)] b e increasing, linear, and onto. For each q&, E 46, 
it suffices to show that d(&,, A, (0,O)) # 0. Now & = K o $6 E a, and 
a(o)gy&(o) Ma(C) - cMC)I < 4 - 
so 
ccyjycBA IGAG D) - GdC, D)l < E. 
Thus, d(&,, A, (0,O)) = d(&,A, (0,O)) # 0 as required. 
LEMMA 3. Let (2) be strongly compatible with cy, p and let b be given in Lemma 2. If 0 < h < 6, 
then (4) is discrete strongly compatible with 6, ,8 when d E { 1,. . . , n - 1) satisfies la - dhl < h. 
PROOF. In the previous proof, replace b with dh where d E { 1, . . . , n - 1) is such that la - dhl < 
h < 6. We see from the proof of Lemma 2 that d(&, A, (0,O)) = d(Q,, A, (0,O)) # 0. Thus, 
equation (2) is discrete strongly compatible with 6 and p as required. 
5. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
LEMMA 4. Let cx 5 p be strict lower and strict upper solutions for (1) and let m(x, y, p) be given 
in Definition 1. There exists a 62 E (0,6) such that if 0 < h < 62, then every solution jj of 
m(xk,yk,vYk), k=l,...,n-1, (5) 
with (~0, yn) E H satisfies 6 5 5 <,6. 
PROOF. (See [17].) W e may choose 62 > 0 sufficiently small such that & and p are ‘(strict 
discrete lower” and “strict discrete upper” solutions, respectively, for (3), where N is given in 
Lemma 1, L 2 N is chosen such that max{lDakl, ID&I : k = 1,. . . , n.} 5 L. Note that 
IlmhY,p)ll L WIPII) + 1 for all @,Y,P) E [O, 11 x B x l-8. 
We now present our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Assume there exist nondegenerate strict lower and strict upper solutions (Y 5 p 
for (1) and that f satisfies 
ImY Y, P)ll I QI(llPll)7 x E IO, 11, asYIP, PER (6) 
where @ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1. If G E C(d x R; W2) is strongly compatible with (Y 
and ,/3, then there exists a 62 > 0 such that for 0 < h = l/n < 62 there exists a solution $j of 
problem (3),(4) with d 5 g 5 p. 
PROOF. Consider 
v’Yk+l = m(zky Yk,%kh k=l,...,n-1, (7) 
and (4) where S2 is given in Lemma 4. From Lemma 4, see that there is a 62 > 0 such that for 
0 < h < 62, any solution & to (7) with (~0, yn) E d satisfies 6 5 5 5 p; since m satisfies 
I14z7Ylp)II  WIPII) f 1, for all (2, y,p) E [0, l] x R x W, (8) 
and by Lemma 1 there is N > 0 such that /DykI 5 N for k = 1,. . . , n. Thus, any solution to (7) 
is also a solution to (3). 
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Define an operator T : IiF+’ + Et”+’ by 
n-1 
TV = h c Q( Zk, &)m(%,Yi,‘DYi) + c(1 - zk) + Dxk, 
i=l 
k = 0,. . . , n, 
where 
(s - l)t, 
Q(t’s) = { (t - l)s, 
for 0 I t I s I 1, 
for 0 5 s 2 t 2 1. 
Choosea<Oandb>Osuchthata<mind--landb>maxp+l. Let 
Q = {y E lRn+l : 6 < fj < i, II~ykII < N + 1, k = 1,. . . ,n} , 
and let A be given as in Definition 2. Let & be as in Definition 4. Now, for X E [0, 11, consider 
((I- XT) (i-8 , WC, D, hd + (I- A)+d(C)) = (0, (‘&O)). 
This is equivalent to (5, C, D) satisfying 
(9) 
D2Yk+l = h (xk, L!/k, %k) , k=l,...,n-1, (10) 
y. = XC, yn = AD, and (11) 
(o,o) = G(C, D, hd + (1 - A)$d(C)). (12) 
The problem is reduced to showing there is a (jj, C, D) E fl x A such that (9) holds. 
Assume @,C, D) E s2 x A. We show that if (9) holds, then (y,C, D) E R x A (and con- 
sequently, (g,C, D) $ a(fi x A)). First, see that this is trivially satisfied for X = 0 so as- 
sume X E (O,l]. 
Assume that (g, C, D) E dsZ x A. Consider the case yk = {a, b} for some k E (0,. . . , n}. 
Suppose yk = a. From the boundary conditions, see that k E (1,. . . , n - 1). Thus, D’yk+r 2 0. 
Now 
D2Yk+l = ~m(Xk,Yk,%k) < 0, 
a contradiction. The assumption yk = b similarly leads to a contradiction. 
See that Am satisfies inequality (8), and thus, Lemma 1 is applicable to any solution g to (10) 
satisfying 6 I g I p. Hence, ]]2)yk]] 5 N for k = 1,. . . , n and g 4 80. 
Argue by contradiction and assume that for (C, D) E dA we have 
G(C, D, h/d + (1 - A)4d(C)) = (o,o), (13) 
with d 5 jj 5 p, yc = XC, and yn = AD. See that /!yd + (1 - X)&(C) is a continuous function 
mapping into [(Yd, ,&I. Since G is strongly compatible, (13) cannot equal 0 for (C, D) E aA. 
Thus, 
G(C, D, h/d + (1 - A)dd(C)) # (0, o), for (g, C, D) E 0 x dA. 
Thus, (g, C, D) 6 a(0 x A) and the degree is defined on the bounded, open set R x A. By the 
invariance of the degree under homotopy (see [23]), we have 
d(((l-XT)(g),G(C,D,Xyd,+(l -X)&d(C))),R x 4% 
= d(((l- T)@),G(c,D,~d)),fl x 4% 
= d((l> G((‘? D, b(C))), i-2 x A, O), 
= 4G((C, D), MC)), A,O) # 0, 
since 0 E 0 and G is strongly compatible. Thus, there is a solution (g, C, D) a required. This 
concludes the proof. 
The following is a generahsation of Theorem 2.5 in [16]. 
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THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Given E > 0 there exists a b = b(a) > 0 
such that if 0 < h < b and jj is a solution of (3),(4), then there is a solution y(x) of (l),(2) such 
that 
and 
max{ly(x,p) - y(x)1 : 0 F 5 I 1) I E 
where 
max{]V(zr,$ - y’(z)] : 0 I x < 1) 5 E, 
!&c, 5) = Yk + (X - xk)%k+l, for Xk 5 2 5 xk+l, 
4x7 5) = 
%k + (X - Xk)D2Yk+1, for Xk < 2 5 Xk+l, 
DYl, for 0 5 x 5 x1. 
The proof is similar to that of [16] and so is omitted. 
REMARK 1. If solutions to the continuous problem (l),(2) are unique, it follows from Theorem 2 
that solutions to (3),(4) converge to solutions of the continuous problem in the sense of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 5. Let CY, /3, and f satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 and Jet the boundary conditions 
be given by 
G(Y(~),Y(~)>Y(~)) = (~(0) - Y(u)>Y(~)) = (O,O)- (14 
If 
40) < a(a), m-9 > P(u), 4) < 0, and P(l) > 0, (15) 
then there is a S > 0 such that for 0 < h < b the discrete analogue of problem (1),(14) has a 
solution a satisfying d < 5 5 p. 
PROOF. It needs to be shown that G is strongly compatible with CY and p. This follows from [13]. 
REMARK 2. It is not clear whether inequalities (15) are necessary for existence. They are “close” 
to necessary since the inequalities 
(Y(O) I a(a), P(O) 2 P(a), a(l) IO, and P(l) 2 0 
are necessary and sufficient for the boundary conditions (14) to be compatible with a, /J, and 
hence, are necessary and sufficient for the associated continuous problem to .have a solution (see, 
for example, [13]). 
REMARK 3. Modifying arguments on pages 430 and 431 of [16], we can estimate b > 0 in Lemma 5 
when Q, p E C3( [0, 11) and f E Cr( [0, l] x R x R). It is not difficult to see that 6 = rnin{ilissl6i 
where 
62 I 
min { l/2,7/ [4m= 1%1]} 
max [p”(z)] ’ 
d3 I P(O) - P(u)1 
m=IP’(x)I ’ 
and the estimates for 64, 65, and 6s are obtained from the corresponding estimates for 61, 62, 
and 6s by replacing ,B with (Y. The estimates can be improved by replacing max ] $$ ] by maxsi ] $$ ) 
for suitable S!i, for i = o, p (see [IS]). 
There are other ways of bounding derivatives and difference quotients. In the continuous case, 
bounding surfaces have been used to obtain these a priori bounds (see [24,25]). The discrete 
analogue has been discussed in [17]. 
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REMARK 4. More general boundary conditions than (2) involve m-points and derivatives at the 
boundary. Once discrete m-point compatibility has been defined, similar existence results follow 
under conditions akin to those of Theorem 1. 
REMARK 5. Existence results when f is vector-valued also follow once the notion of upper and 
lower solutions is extended to systems, for example, as in [13]. 
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